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Sunchoke crosses between ’Dagnøytral’  and ’NC10-196’

  
This report is the second from Bi-O’s participation in a breeding experiment initated by Stephen Barstow, where the variety 

’Dagnøytral’ is crossed with wild varieties and cultivars. The goal of the project is to find varieties with the best mix of these traits:

• day neutrality for growing closer two the poles

• strait / even tuber shape for ease of cleaning and use

Sunchoke needs long and warm autumns to mature seeds, and Norway is mostly too cold. Therefore Stephen contacted Paolo 
Gaiardelli in Italy for help. 

First years crosses between ’Dagnøytral’  and wild italian varieties
The first years he crossed with wild italian varieties. This produces interesting results with a lot of variations concerning 

• shape, from long to knotted in different combinations and expressions

• colour, from near white, through yellow and brown to different red 

• crop volume, from almost nothing to acceptable, but none very impressive

• number of tubers, from a few to fifty and more

• tuber distance from stem, from very tight to the stem to up to almost a meter from stem

 

We still have many of those that where grown out in our field in Maridalen, but have concluded that most of them are not 
promising enough and many become very weedy because of small tubers set far from stem. 
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The current material
The last test was done in 2018 between a variety obtained via NIBIO in Norway from the Canadian gene bank. It has good crop 
volume, quite even tuber size and straight shaped tubers. We kept 12 of the best and have grown them this summer of 2021.

 As is shown on the next pages, the tubers look quite similar concerning tuber shape, but was different concerning crop volume and 
plant hight (many were 2,5 m where as the mother plants are appr. 2 m). It seems distance from stem was quite similar.

The results and the documentation must be taken with a grain of salt. August was very dry in Oslo, so crops are serverly redused. 
The best variety (no. 1) was also first in row and may have benefited from more sun exposure and space. The harvesting and 
documentation was done with the time available, and gives only an impression. 

Testing in northern Norway 2022
Next season these 12 variants will be tested near Tromsø to see how they perform in regards to day neutrality, crop volume and 
shape. We have teamed up with the project Lavangsnes Wunderkammer https://en.wunderkammer.no/ Below, two mangalitsa 
pigs mill through a 30 cm thick blanket of grass roots. Selma Köchling picks out the living roots that remain. 

(Photo: Lavangsnes Wunderkammer)

Conclution for furthering the project
If one of these 12 is performing well in Lavangsnes it would be a nice outcome. But there is a lot of potential for further breeding. 
Our recomendations would be: 

• Much larger gene pool: more plants

• More systematic screening and documentation

• The whole project done in northern areas

• Adequate financing (So far this work has been done for free by all participants). The project should be set up with a crowd 
funding soltion.

• Oganization: perhaps further the network based nature of the project with one organization as the coordinator. It could be 
Bi-O, or some other suitable entity.

Get in touch everyone who wants to follow this work or contribute in any way.

Oslo, 2021-09-19

Karl Aakerro, Bi-O

https://en.wunderkammer.no/
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